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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates an approach for adapting RNN-
Transducer (RNN-T) based automatic speech recognition
(ASR) model to improve the recognition of unseen words
during training. Prior works have shown that it is possible
to incrementally finetune the ASR model to recognize mul-
tiple sets of new words. However, this creates a dependency
between the updates which is not ideal for the hot-fixing use-
case where we want each update to be applied independently
of other updates. We propose to train residual adapters on the
RNN-T model and combine them on-the-fly through adapter-
fusion. We investigate several approaches to combine the
adapters so that they maintain the ability to recognize new
words with only a minimal degradation on the usual user
requests. Specifically, the sum-fusion which sums the outputs
of the adapters inserted in parallel shows over 90% recall on
the new words with less than 1% relative WER degradation
on the usual data compared to the original RNN-T model.

Index Terms— speech recognition, end-to-end models,
RNN-T, incremental learning, residual adapters

1. INTRODUCTION

End-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) models
based on recurrent neural network transducer (RNN-T) or
transformer transducer (TT) have achieved remarkable suc-
cess [1–4]. However, it requires a lot of time and computa-
tional resources to train these models to reach high recogni-
tion accuracy. This is an important challenge in maintaining
a real-world voice assistant ASR model up-to-date with the
changing distribution of users’ requests. Regular model up-
dates are needed to enable correct recognition of new words
because RNN-T / TT models tend to incorrectly recognize
words not present in the training data [5, 6].

One solution to this challenge is to adapt the external lan-
guage model for shallow-fusion [7, 8] or re-scoring [9] or use
a spelling-correction system [10, 11]. However, this is not a
complete solution to the problem as it is still contingent on
the ability of the RNN-T model to assign significant weight
to hypotheses compatible with a new word. If the weight is
too low it’s unlikely that the correct word will be recovered.

∗Performed the work while at Amazon as an intern.

Another solution is directly adapting the RNN-T model
through incremental learning [12, 13] where the model is up-
dated as the training data for the new words becomes avail-
able rather than training from scratch. A recent work [14]
has demonstrated in a real-world scenario that incrementally
updating the RNN-T model through simple fine-tuning is an
effective approach in learning to recognize new words.

The approach from [14] requires changing all the pa-
rameters of the model for each incremental update and leads
to models that are successively dependent on predecessors,
though in general it is desirable to make incremental updates
independent from one another and affecting as low number of
parameters of a model as possible. Encapsulating knowledge
into a small set of parameters makes it possible to flexibly
apply the adapter when needed (e.g. on a specific device type,
or for a certain user cohort).

In this paper, we investigate a real-world scenario with
multiple independent hot-fixes on the RNN-T-based ASR
model using real-production traffic data where each fix con-
sists of a small set of new words. By a hot-fix we mean a
change in the model which is expected to alter recognition
result for a very limited set of queries (e.g. where a certain
new word is mentioned) and which can be deployed while the
system is running. In order to achieve the non-dependency be-
tween the hot-fixes, we propose to use residual adapters [15].
For each set of target words, new residual adapter layers are
introduced and trained while the original parameters of the
model remains fixed. Also, the base model training data are
assumed to be available to minimize degradation on the aver-
age data during training of each adapter (data replay). Then,
the independently trained adapters from different updates are
inserted into the base model in parallel without further tun-
ing. Given the input, the adapter output activations are fused
through a sum operation (see Figure 1).

The proposed approach is suitable for real-world voice as-
sistant applications in dealing with multiple hot-fixes simulta-
neously. Since only the residual adapter layers are trained on
the data associated with unseen words, the ability to bias the
model towards those words is solely represented by the cor-
responding adapters and can be pruned when needed without
affecting other updates. Also, they are easy to deploy and
save as the adapters are relatively small compared to the base
model.
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Fig. 1. RNN-T with n independently trained adapters combined through different adapter-fusion methods is illustrated. We
consider three fusion methods: sum, convex, and average. For the sum and convex fusion, the adapters are inserted in parallel
and the output activations are summed after being multipled by their respective weights wi. For the sum-fusion, all the weights
are set to 1 while for the convex fusion they are set to 1/n. The average-fusion averages the weights of all the adapters into a
single adapter with equal weighting. The adapter architecture used for the experiments is also shown.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows. 1)
We show that with a careful selection of the data replay strat-
egy and the adapter-fusion method, it is possible to combine
multiple independently trained adapters on-the-fly without
degrading the performance on the new target words and the
average data (Sections 5.1 and 5.2). 2) Through experiments
on the different fusion methods and adapter configurations,
we elucidate the key ingredients to successfully combine
adapters (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). We also conduct a qualitative
analysis to further understand the results (Section 5.4).

2. RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, there is no prior work done on combining
independently trained adapters without the help from an addi-
tional classifier tasked to select which adapter to use. While
being a popular topic in natural language processing [16–18],
only a few works have explored the use of adapters in ASR
for the RNN-T. One work [19] studied the use of adapter to
better deal with rarely occurring heavily accented speech and
found the adapters to work well. However, they have not ex-
plored how to use multiple adapters simultaneously. Another
work [20] studied using multiple adapters for multilingual
ASR to balance the performance of high and low resource
languages. It was assumed that the appropriate adapter would
be selected through an external language classifier at test time.
However, such a classifier is not easily applicable in detecting
specific new words in a streaming fashion as we cannot know
when the new word will occur until it actually does.

3. METHODOLOGY

We simulate a real-world hot-fixing scenario for a voice assis-
tant application with the RNN-T system where there are new

words the model has not seen before. The use of an external
language model or a spelling-correction system in addition to
the RNN-T is out-of-scope for this paper and is not consid-
ered. Examples for the new words can be names of newly
released songs or athlete names during the Olympics. The
RNN-T model is trained from scratch using all the data D
available to a certain point in time. We refer to this model as
the base model M . We assume n batches of mutually exclu-
sive sets of m new words {B1, B2, ..., Bn} each consisting of
training examples for the new words. Each batch represents a
distinct short-term trend appearing in the data distribution .

We train new residual adapters layers in the base model
for each batch. Hence, we train n adapters,A = {A1, A2, ..., An},
one for each batch. The newly trained adapters are inserted
into the base model by combining with the old ones. The key
question is whether multiple adapters can be combined with-
out the adapters interfering with each other and degrading
much on the average data. We assume that we have access to
D to utilize for the data replay when learning to recognize the
new words. We explore different strategies by using different
sampling ratio for the old data and the new data. Different
data replay strategies are denoted as (1 − w,w) where w
refers to the amount of sampling weight given to the new
words.

3.1. Residual Adapters

Residual adapter layers are a small set of new parameters
inserted in the base model for an efficient transfer learning.
During training, only the parameters of the adapter are trained
while the parameters of the base model remains frozen. We
follow the same adapter architecture proposed in [19]. Figure
1 illustrates the adapter architecture. It consists of a layer
normalization layer followed by a down-projecting feed-



forward layer with a ReLU non-linear activation. It projects
the input to an intermediate representation of size da that is
smaller than the input dimension d. This is followed by an
up-projecting feed-forward layer which projects the hidden
representation back up to d. The adapters are inserted in be-
tween the encoder layers or the decoder layers of the RNN-T
with a residual connection.

3.2. Adapter Fusion

We investigate three approaches for combining more than
one one adapter that we wish to utilize simultaneously: sum-
fusion where the adapters are inserted in parallel and the
adapter outputs are linearly combined with all the weights
set to 1 (Eqn. 1), convex-fusion where the adapters are also
inserted in parallel but instead the outputs are combined with
equal weights of 1

n (Eqn. 2), and average-fusion where a sin-
gle adapter with the weights of the the adapters averaged with
equal weighting is inserted (Eqn. 3). The three adapter fu-
sion approaches are illustrated in Figure 1. In all approaches,
each adapter can be applied and taken out without needing to
discard or retrain other adapters. For the sum-fusion, nothing
needs to be done when a new adapter is inserted or one of
the operating adapters is deleted. For the convex-fusion, only
the weights need to be adjusted through a re-normalization to
make them sum to 1. For the average-fusion, the weights of
the remaining adapters need only be averaged again.

Sum-Fusion(x,A) =
∑

Ai∈A Ai(x) (1)

Convex-Fusion(x,A) =
∑

Ai∈A
Ai(x)
|A| (2)

Average-Fusion(x,A) = Â(x), Â =
∑

Ai∈A
Ai

|A| (3)

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

4.1. Model Configuration

The RNN-T model used for the experiments contains 73.6M
parameters with a 12-layer encoder, 2-layer decoder, feed-
forward network with tanh non-linear activation as the joint
network, and softmax output non-linearity. No external lan-
guage model for shallow fusion or rescoring is used. We use
Conformer [21] as our choice of the encoder. Denoting d as
the model dimensionality, f as the feed-forward sub-layer di-
mensionality, h as the number of self-attention heads, and c as
the kernel size of the convolutional sub-layer, our choice for
the Conformer architecture was d = 512, f = 1024, h = 8,
and c = 32. The decoder comprised of 1024 Long-Short
Term Memory [22] units. The encoder and decoder outputs
are summed as the input to the joint network with the size of
512. The output layer size is 4001 with 4000 word-pieces and
a blank-symbol. The vocabulary was constructed on a subset
ofD using a uni-gram language model [23]. The intermediate

size da for the adapter layers are set to half the model dimen-
sion d. Hence, the adapter layers inserted in the decoder have
a size of 512 and the layers in the encoder have a size of 256.
If we have more than one adapter layers to insert into the en-
coder or the decoder, we always insert them from the top.

The base model was trained for 170 epochs with 5000
steps per epoch with a total batch size of 1024 samples/step
using 32 GPUs. It was optimized using Adam [24] with a
learning rate of 6.55 × 10−5 and a warm-up decay learning-
rate scheduler described in [21]. All adapter runs are trained
on 32 GPUs with a total batch size of 512 samples/step and a
constant-learning rate of 1× 10−4.

4.2. Data

For the experiments, we used English in-house dataset of de-
identified recordings from voice-controlled far-field devices.
The possible use of TTS data is not considered here. The
training data for the base model consists of human-transcribed
47.7k hours of audio. We took the test data corresponding to
period of the last two months of D to use as the average data
to measure the level of degradation on general requests for
each adapter configuration.

For the targeted updates, we identified 20 new-words with
enough training examples that were not included in D. There
are limited number of training examples for each word with
the average of 36.5 utterances and the minimum of 11. The
new words consists of song names, names of public person-
nel, newly trending food names, etc. We considered two sce-
narios: 1) a Large Batch setup where we have three updates
with six to seven words per round and 2) a Small Batch setup
with 10 batches with two words each. Note that the updates
need not be necessarily done in a sequential manner and com-
bining all permutations of the adapters is possible. The per-
formance of adapters for each batch are evaluated on a corre-
sponding testset containing the same words but with unseen
utterances.

5. RESULTS

For all experiments, we use Recall-5 (higher is better) by con-
sidering the top-5 hypotheses generated by the model to mea-
sure how well the updated model is able to recognize the new
words. This is a more realistic measure than considering only
the most likely hypothesis since the RNN-T outputs are pro-
cessed with an external language model in a production set-
ting which could also be updated with the new words. We
only report on the new words the model has been trained on.
For example, when combining Ai and Aj , only the words in-
cluded in Bi and Bj (denoted as Bi,j) are included in the
evaluation. We also track the relative word error rate reduc-
tion (rWERR) (higher is better) on the average data with re-
spect to the base model to measure the level of degradation
that had resulted by the introduction of the adapters.



Fusion Weights (%) Recall-5 (%) rWERR (%)
(1-w,w) +B1 +B2 +B3 +B1,2 +B1,3 +B2,3 +B1,2,3 +B1 +B2 +B3 +B1,2 +B1,3 +B2,3 +B1,2,3

M - 35.8 28.6 20.5 33.2 29.4 24.2 29.4 - - - - - - -

(99, 1) 88.7 91.4 97.4 89.7 92.3 94.7 92.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3
(95, 5) 94.3 97.1 100 95.4 95.6 98.7 96.0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.7 - 0.5 -0.6 -1.0

Sum (90, 10) 94.3 97.1 100 95.4 97.7 98.7 96.8 -0.3 -0.5 -0.6 -1.2 -1.0 -1.1 -1.8
(50, 50) 96.2 97.1 100 96.5 96.7 100 97.6 -2.5 -3.0 -2.8 -6.3 -5.9 -6.3 -10.1
(0, 100) 96.2 97.1 100 96.5 94.5 93.2 75.3 -27.5 -38.0 -24.5 -112.4 -103.0 -118.2 -257.5

(99, 1) - - - 56.8 64.1 63.7 47.3 - - - -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.2
(95, 5) - - - 72.6 72.8 78.3 57.5 - - - -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2

Convex (90, 10) - - - 73.8 77.1 79.8 61.5 - - - -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2
(50, 50) - - - 76.0 81.4 81.2 66.2 - - - -1.5 -1.2 -1.4 -1.0
(0, 100) - - - 76.9 71.7 75.6 59.9 - - - -12.7 -11.8 -13.2 -8.5

(99, 1) - - - 40.0 39.2 32.5 33.2 - - - 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0
(95, 5) - - - 45.0 45.8 33.8 34.0 - - - -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1

Average (90, 10) - - - 40.0 45.8 32.5 35.6 - - - -0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
(50, 50) - - - 50.3 54.4 41.9 38.0 - - - -0.7 -0.5 -0.7 -0.4
(0, 100) - - - 52.6 51.2 36.5 37.2 - - - -6.0 -5.0 -6.2 -3.2

Table 1. Results for the targeted updates with the Large Batch setup are summarized. Each update consists of training on the
utterances with 6 to 7 new words. Recall-5 in % (higher is better) is shown to evaluate the recognition of the new words. rWERR
in % (higher is better) with respect to the base model M on the average data is tracked to measure the level of degradation on
usual user requests. All three fusion methods are equivalent with only one adapter, thus we only list the numbers for one adapter
(i.e. +B1, B2, and B3) in the sum-fusion.

5.1. Targeted Updates with Large Batches

We first evaluate in the Large Batch setup on all possible
permutations of the adapters. Denoting ld as the number of
adapter layers in the decoder and le as the number of adapter
layers in the encoder, we use ld = 1 and le = 1. While other
configurations are possible, we use this setup as it performs
the best compared to the other configurations. The impact of
having different configurations are presented later in Section
5.3. We consider five different data replay strategies, (0, 100),
(50, 50), (90, 10), (95, 5) and (99, 1) for every adapter fu-
sion method. All adapters with data replay are trained for 750
steps which was the best choice from doing a grid search on
{250, 500, 750, 1000}. Chosen in the same way, the adapters
without data replay are trained for 250 steps.

Table 1 summarizes the results. We see that data replay
is crucial in preventing the adapters from degrading on the
average data. Without data replay, the adapter trained on B1

show significant degradation with 27.5% rWERR. Also, there
is a performance trade-off between the new and the average
data in using different data replay strategies. More sampling
weight given to the new words lead to a better recognition of
the new words but it also results in more degradation on the
average data. Furthermore, we see that data replay is essen-
tial for minimizing interference between the adapters as the
models without data replay show sharp degradation at the in-
troduction of the third adapter. For example, the sum-fusion

without data replay scores better than 93.2% Recall-5 with
two adapters similar to the data replay models, but scores sig-
nificantly worse at 75.3% with three adapters.

The sum-fusion with data replay shows no signs of in-
terference when multiple adapters are combined and is able
to emit the new word almost every time. This is contrary to
the convex and the average-fusion where the performance on
the new words degrade as more adapters are combined. The
average-fusion in particular leads to a significant drop in per-
formance. With three adapters, it scores almost as low as the
performance of the base model. The trend is reversed on the
average data. Combining more adapters lead to more averge
data degradation for the sum-fusion. For example, the data
replay (90, 10) model loses around 0.6% rWERR going from
two to three adapters. For the other two fusion methods, the
performance improves as more adapters are introduced.

This result demonstrates that by carefully considering the
data-replay performance trade-off, we are able to combine
multiple independently trained adapters through the sum-
fusion with minimal degradation on the average data. For
example, in this setup we find the data replay (95,5) model
to be the optimal operating point. This model scores around
95% Recall-5 on the new words with less than 1% rWERR
degradation on the average data.



(a) Performance on the target batches. (b) Performance on the average data.

Fig. 2. Results for the targeted updates with the Small Batch setup are summarized. Same as Large Batch, we track Recall-
5 % on the new words to measure the recognition performance and rWERR % on the average data to measure the level of
general degradation. For both figures, the legend indicates (Fusion-method, w) where w is the sampling ratio used for the new
utterances in data replay.

5.2. Targeted Updates with Small Batches

Next, we evaluate in the Small Batch setup to understand the
impact of having more specialized adapters. This setup has
two new words per batch instead of seven. Also, since there
are three times as many batches compared to the previous
setup, we can further elucidate the role of interference be-
tween the adapters. Considering all permutations is not pos-
sible in this setup, thus we simply assume that each batch ar-
rives sequentially over time from B1 until B10. Also, in this
setup, the functional relationship between degradation on av-
erage data and the number of adapters inserted can be under-
stood. Here, we only consider the most-promising data replay
strategies, namely (99, 1), (95, 5) and (90, 10) with the same
adapter configuration as before. All adapters are trained for
250 steps instead of 750 steps as training data is smaller.

Figure 2 shows the results. For the sum-fusion, it is possi-
ble to combine 10 adapters without any degradation on recog-
nition ability of the new words. This is contrary to the other
two methods which quickly degrades below 50% recall af-
ter five adapters. This suggests that adapters do not inter-
fere with each other when combined through the sum-fusion.
We even see a continual improvement as more adapters are
added for the sum-fusion, but this is most likely due to the
simple fact that the first few batches were more difficult than
the rest. Similar results to Large Batch on the average data
can be seen. The degradation on the average data increases
as more adapters are added while the opposite occurs for the
other two methods.

Through having more updates, we can observe that for the
sum-fusion, the functional relationship between the degrada-
tion on the average data and the number of targeted updates
is quadratic. The rate of degradation is greater for the models

with higher sampling ratio for the new data. This knowledge
is important as we can properly understand the trade-off be-
tween the requests pertaining to the hot-fixes and the usual
user-requests. Still, as in the previous setup, through a careful
selection of the data replay strategy (i.e. (99, 1) with the sum-
fusion), it is possibly to recognize the new words with great
accuracy and with minimal degradation (<2%).

le ld Recall-5 (%) rWERR (%) Size (%)

1 0 91.3 -1.09 0.36
6 0 93.3 -1.26 2.14

12 0 95.7 -1.48 4.29
0 1 93.9 -1.55 1.43
0 2 93.5 -1.92 2.85
1 1 96.5 -1.02 1.78

Table 2. Results with different adapter configurations are
shown. Data replay (95,5) in the Large Batch setup with all
three adapters combined with the sum-fusion is used. le refers
to the number of adapters in the encoder and ld refers to the
number of adapters in the decoder. Size refers to the num-
ber of parameters needed for each adapter configuration com-
pared to the base model.

5.3. Adapter Configurations

In order to further understand the key components needed to
make the on-the-fly adapter fusion successful, we evaluate in
the Large Batch setup with different number of adapter lay-
ers in the encoder le and in the decoder ld by combining all
three adapters. We use the previously identified optimal set-



ting which is the data replay (95,5) with the sum-fusion. Out
of 24 possible adapter configurations, we report only on 6
configurations as only a few adapters are needed to achieve a
good result.

Table 2 summarizes the results. We see that the location
of where the adapter layers are inserted is important. As pre-
viously mentioned, the best configuration is le = 1 and ld = 1
which scores 96.5% on the new words and -1.02% on the av-
erage data. Only having the adapters in the encoder or only in
the decoder does not work as well on both metrics. Also, we
observe that adding more adapters in the decoder leads to sig-
nificantly more degradation on the average data than the en-
coder. This indicates that the behaviour of the decoder is more
important in deciding how much degradation we observe with
the adapters. Finally, the best configuration requires less than
two percent of the parameters of the base model. This is im-
portant as the small size makes the storage and deployment of
adapter artifacts easier.

5.4. Illustration of the Adapter’s Knowledge

In addition, we analyze the activation patterns of the trained
adapters in response to the new words and the average data to
gain more insight. We focus our attention to the adapters in
the decoder as they are interpretive without alignment infor-
mation. We use the adapters trained in the Large Batch setup
with data replay of (95, 5). We calculate the L2 norm of the
output activations for every decoding-step for each adapter.

Figure 3 visualizes the results for two of the new words
belonging to B1 trained only by A1. The highlighted seg-
ments are the word-pieces belonging to the new words. We
see that the adapter has learned the boundaries of the new
words where a local-minimum of activations can be seen on
the non-boundary word-pieces. Other adapters also get ac-
tivated but such patterns cannot be seen in their activations.
This indicates that the adapter influences the RNN-T model
through the relative differences between the generated activa-
tions and not by turning on and off for the new words and the
usual requests respectively. For all the rest of the new words,
a distinct activation pattern is also generated for each word.
This elucidates the reason why the average-fusion and the
convex-fusion leads to an inter-adapter interference while not
for the sum-fusion. For the average-fusion, such distinct pat-
terns of activations for the new words cannot be generated as
the weights before the non-linear activation are averaged. For
the convex-fusion, the distinct patterns are still generated, but
they are scaled down by the number of active adapters. This
leads to a less chance for the corresponding adapter to influ-
ence the output probability distribution as the relative differ-
ences between the activations become less prominent. Upon
a qualitative analysis on the generate hypotheses, the convex-
fusion indeed did generate hypotheses close that of the base
model. Finally, this analysis result suggests a possible way to
improve the adapter training to further minimize degradation

(a) word 1 in B1 (a) word 2 in B1

Fig. 3. The L2 norms of the decoder adapter output activa-
tions for all three adapters for two different new words in
Large Batch is shown. Each highlighted segment corresponds
to the word-pieces of a new word. Both words are from B1

Hence, only A1 (i.e. Adapter 1) has seen the new words.

on the average data by regularizing the adapters to also ex-
hibit the on and off behaviour. We leave this study to future
research.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigated combining multiple adapters
each trained on a small unique set of new words in real-world
hot-fixing scenario. The proposed approach of fusing the
adapters in parallel through a sum of its output activations is
shown to recognize the new words with over 90% recall and a
minimal degradation on the average data. Since the adapters
are trained independently, each hot-fix can be implemented or
taken out without affecting other hot-fixes.
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